GRAND FINALS
in

AL AIN / UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
26.11. – 01.12.2007
DRIVERS INFORMATION
This is information for all qualified drivers and ROTAX distributors.

Dear DRIVER !
CONGRATULATIONS!!
The Grand Finals you have qualified for
should and will be the peak of the race season 2007.
We wish all of you success, fun and al lot of positive
impressions to take home with you!
See you in AL Ain in the centre of the United arab emirates!
If due to any reason you can not participate at the Grand Finals pls. inform your distributor
immediately, as it needs to get decided if your seat will be offered to another driver.

By supplying all information and documents we are asking for, you will help us tremendously with
the organisation and also avoid problems at the drivers registration in Al Ain / UAE.
It is the responsibility of the ROTAX distributors to send all drivers information to ROTAX and to
ensure that all drivers have the required documents in Al Ain.
We kindly ask all qualified drivers to send information and documents to their distributors ONLY and
not to ROTAX directly. This information has also been sent to all ROTAX distributors by e-mail.

-11. WHAT IS NEEDED TO ENTER THE RACE:
After an exciting karting season it’s time to talk about the Grand Finals 2007.
To guarantee a smooth course of the event we kindly ask you to follow these guidelines:

1. International C-grade license + entrant licence 2007
(ESSENTIAL in AL AIN / UAE)
The international c-grade licence and the entrant licence will be issued by your national
federation.
Drivers under age of 18 have to order an entrant license on behalf of a parent or have to
enter the Grand Final with a team, which holds such an international entrant license.
- ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL C-GRADE LICENCE:
(Intern. A or B –grade-license for drivers qualified via
Euro-, Asia Challenge, Wildcard or Waiver only or any
other international ROTAX MAX challenge race series)

- ORIGINAL ENTRANT LICENCE:

2. Starting permission/visa, entry form stamped and
signed by your national ASN
- STARTING PERMISSING/VISA:
(is available for download from ROTAX
homepage: www.maxchallenge-rotax.com under
grand finals /documents)
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-

ENTRY FORM AND DRIVER DECLATION
(filled out, stamped and signed by your national ASN)
(is available for download from ROTAX homepage: www.maxchallenge-rotax.com under
grand finals /documents)

3. Pls. send a digital picture with a very short driver profile in English (age, nationality,
race history, profession, hobbies, …..) for the official race program to :
daniela.anzinger@brp.com

ALL THESE DOCUMENTS ARE NECESSARY FOR DRIVER REGISTRATION in Al Ain / UAE.

WITHOUT THESE DOCUMENTS IT MIGHT HAPPEN THAT YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO
COMPETE AT THE EVENT.

-32. WHAT IS NEEDED TO ENTER THE UAE (united arab emirates):
VISA REQUIREMENT (to enter the UAE):
To enter the UAE and stay there for up to 30 days for most nationalities a visa is required:
Following countries do not need a visa at the arrival in the UAE:
Bahrain, Kuwait, Quatar, Oman Saudi Arabia
Following countries receive a free visa at the arrival in the UAE:
France, Italy, Germany, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Austria, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Portugal, Ireland, Greece, Finland, Spain, Monaco, Vatican City, Iceland, Andorra,
San Marino, Liechtenstein, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Brunei, Hong Kong,
Singapore, South Korea, Malaysia, United Kingdom
Citizens of other countries need to obtain a visa !!
Visa regulations and costs are subject to change and should always be checked with travel
agent and/or nearest UAE embassy before traveling.
In case you need a local sponsor (invitation letter) in the UAE to be able to enter the country
pls. get in contact with:
Mrs. Candice
Tel.:
+971 25555822
e-mail: promotorsports@aol.com
PASSPORT VALIDITY
Passport must be valid for up to 6 months.

To avoid any problems we strongly recommend to check with your local embassy !
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3. HOW TO BOOK A FLIGHT / HOTEL / RENTAL CAR:

FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO BOOKING, pls. ensure that above mentioned documents
will be ready in time for your departure (license, entrant license, entry form, starting
permission ).



BOOKING (FLIGHTS/HOTEL/RENTAL CAR):
BRP- ROTAX together with an authorized travel agency – GEO REISEN – will offer the full
support regarding your travel arrangement. You can let them organize your complete trip
(flight, rental car, hotel) or just parts of it.
They are there to support you.
If interested pls. consult and fill out enclosed registration/booking format and forward it to the
mentioned contact preferably by e-mail.

FLIGHTS:
The best airports to fly to are Dubai as well as Abu Dhabi.
BRP ROTAX has authorized a travel agency offering flight booking, we would appreciate if
you book via GEO Reisen or at least ask for a quotation, global flight ticket
pricing policy does not allow to always guarantee the best price , but they will try hard.
Qualified Drivers:
Drivers have to organise their flight tickets and will be responsible for the flight costs.

Qualified drivers from the Euro and Asia Challenge as well as defending champions:
Drivers must organize their flight tickets with GEO Reisen as their flights will be covered by
BRP-ROTAX.

RENTAL CAR:
BRP ROTAX has authorized a travel agency offering rental car reservations, we would
appreciate if you choose GEO Reisen or at least ask for a quotation, global rental car
pricing policy doesn´t allow to always guarantee the best price , but they will try hard.
An international driver permit is mandatory if driving a car in the UAE (see more
information under item 4 Frequently asked questions)
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HOTEL:
Each driver will receive a hotel voucher (incl. breakfast) valid for half a double room from
24.11. – 02.12. (max. 8 nights). (This will be deducted from hotel invoice)
In case you want to share your room with your mechanic, friend etc. – not with another driver
– the other half room has to be covered by your mechanic/friend, etc.
Al Ain is the green oasis of the UAE, thus especially in the winter it´s peak season there, thus
of course hotel prices are reaching a higher level as during the off season. Together with our
local partners we have found 3 different accommodations at different price levels.
All 3 are on a very high standard and max. 15-20 minutes away from the track.
Due to the peak season (=limited room availability) we had to block a certain amount of hotel
rooms for this event as well as dedicate them to groups of people.
If you personally decide to stay at a higher price hotel pls. understand that we cannot offer a
higher compensation. Compensation is calculated according prices at "Green mubazzarah
chalets".
So pls. make your choice from the listed hotels.
Inter Continental AL AIN RESORT:
4 star hotel , 5 minutes from track.
Offers full service of a hotel at that level.
More details can be found under
www.intercontinental.com
Dedicated to distributors, press, officialll

GREEN MUBAZZARAH CHALETS:
3 star chalets/appartments,
Chalets offer fully equipped kitchen.
15-20 minutes from track, outside the city
In an recreational area.
No possibility to have breakfast at chalets.
Dedicated to drivers, mechanics, friends…
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Pls. start booking as soon as soon as possible!
Accommodation prices pls. see in the booking form

Pls. use the booking form of our authorized travel agency GEO REISEN for the Grand
Finals (is available for download from ROTAX homepage: www.maxchallenge-rotax.com
under grand finals / documents)

-74. WHAT EQUIPMENT WILL BE SUPPLIED AT THE RACE:
(on a free of charge loan basis for the period of the Grand Finals 2007)
-

complete rolling chassis with engine + accessories of engine (rims for wet tires will get
handed out only in case of rain)

-

3 sets of slick tyres (MOJO D1 or D2 depending on race category)
o 1 set for free practice,
o 1 set up for qualification phase (up to and including 2nd chance race)
o 1 set for final phase (exclusively used at pre final + final)

-

2 sets of wet tyres (MOJO W1), will only be handed out in case of rain
o For use during whole event

-

set of tools /maintenance products (chain lube, break cleaner…)

-

Sniper alignment tool ( V2 for junior and senior / B4 for DD2 category)

-

trolley

Additional information:
Karts must be used as supplied with all its original equipment. Personal data recording is
allowed to be used.


Only tires (wet + dry), pre-mixed fuel which will be handed out in Servicing park are legal to
use throughout the whole event
Petrol tank and tires will stay in Servicing park.



Min. weight for MAX DD2 class:
Min. weight for MAX class:
Min. weight for Junior MAX class:

175 kg
165 kg
145 kg

Lead can be rented in 1 kg blocks for EUR 10,00/kg at the ROTAX kart shop in on site. To
get your money back, lead must not be cut.


Covered pit area with electricity available for every driver (compressed air, tire mounting
equipment is available in Servicing park).



Engines, accessories + chassis have to be returned in cleaned condition after the races.
Drivers will be charged for damaged parts which are not covered by warranty (race accidents
are of course not covered und warranty)



Tool boxes: will be supplied free of charge. When you return the toolbox, we will charge
you10 € handling fee for each tool missing, but max 150 € for the whole tool boxes.



For all other items either the ROTAX MAX CHALLENGE Technical, Sporting Regulations
2007 (see web page) and/or CIK Regulations are valid.

-85. WHAT WILL NOT BE SUPPLIED:
- race gear (race overall, gloves, shoes, protection gear)
out of safety reason only CIK homologated race-overalls and helmets are allowed.
PLS. CHECK LATEST CIK HOMOLOGATION with your distributor or ASN.
- pressure gauge
6. ABOUT THE LOCATION:
Its name ("the spring" in Arabic) derives from its originally plentiful
supply of fresh water, which makes its way underground across
most of the plain lying before the Omani mountains.
More information under www.alain.ae

Time difference:

GMT +3 hour

Climate:

8-32°C, dry (desert climate, cold nights, warm/hot days)

Language:

Arabic; business: English (English widely spoken)

Electricity:

230 V / 50 Hz, UK plugs

Currency:

Dirham (AED), 1 Dirham = 100 Fils
(1 EUR approx. 4,75 Dirham / 1 USD = 3,30 Dirham)

Speed limit:

Inside town: 60 km/hrs
Highway:
120 km/hrs

Vaccination:

none compulsory.
recommended:
Hepatitis A,Tetanus, Diphtherie and Polio
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7. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
1. How can I book hotel, flights, rental car?
All bookings can be made via the Grand Final travel agency (detail see pages 4 to 6)
2. Do I need a visa to enter stay in the United arab emirates Yes , see item 2), citizens of
some countries will get a free visa upon arrival others have to apply for a visa. Pls. check
with your local embassy.
3. Do I need a rental car?
Yes, you will need one , the main distance will be from the airport ( Dubai or Abu Dhabi ) to
the city of AL Ain. Once you are there all locations are in the range of max. 20 minutes from
the track. The Rotax authorized travel agency offers rental
cars (detail see pages 8,9)
4. What about speeding on the road ?
There is no tolerance on speeding, so pls. follow speed
limits. Rental cars start beeping at 120 km/h (which is the
speed limit on highways)
5. Do I need a special driving licence to rent and drive a
rental car ?
Yes, there is strict rules in the UAE, you need an
international driving permission/permit. Pls. check with your
local automobile federation.
6. What do I need to adhere knowing that I am in an
Arabic country ?
The UAE is a safe place to be, but as it is an arabic country
there is some differences in legislation. Local laws reflect the fact that the UAE is a Muslim
country. You should respect local customs and sensitivities at all times
We can not offer a full list of DO´S AND DON´TS but here is some items to take care of.
o In our opinion even a small crime might lead to be imprisoned such as being top less,
being drunk in the public, bad behaviour…….
o Consuming, smuggling or dealing with drugs might get penalized by up to 25 years of
prison. Even drug consumption in the past proven by urine testing might get you in
trouble.
o If carrying pharmaceuticals you should carry also a written Doctor’s prescription
o Talking to local girls or ladies even a minor misunderstanding could get you in serious
trouble with police.
Pls. check for more details with your local embassy or ministry of foreign affairs.
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Don´t move your car until the police arrive at the scene, even if it is an obstruction to the
traffic. It is an offence to leave the scene of the accident before the police have arrived. Stay
calm when talking to police officers.
Because it is an offence in the UAE to drink and drive, no matter how small the amount,
your insurance is likely to be invalidated, leaving you to pay the claims of other parties
involved. If you are in the slightest doubt, take a taxi.
8. Do I need any insurance ?
We strongly recommend that you obtain comprehensive travel and medical insurance before
traveling. You should check any exclusions, and that your policy covers you for the
activities you want to undertake as well as an emergency return insurance.
9. What about alcohol ?
Alcohol is not available except in hotels. Drinking alcohol in public is forbidden.
Import of alcohol for personal usage into Dubai and Abu Dhabi is allowed.
It is also illegal to drink alcohol under the age of 18. If a person under 18 is arrested with
alcohol in their blood stream, it is highly likely that they will receive a prison sentence.
Because it is an offence in the UAE to drink and drive, no matter how small the amount,
your insurance is likely to be invalidated, leaving you to pay the claims of other parties
involved. If you are in the slightest doubt, take a taxi.
Pls. check for limits and more details with your local embassy.
10. When will the event be held?
Drivers arrive on Sunday or Monday depending on flight schedule. See
timetable for event details.
11. Who provides the chassis?
Karts will be supplied for all classes by a partner of BRP-ROTAX
12. What type of chassis will be used?
125 MAX DD2 category:
125 MAX Junior class:
125 MAX Senior class:

CRG Dark rider 32
Intrepid Cruiser
Intrepid Cruiser

13. How many engines and carburettors does each driver get?
1 engine with all its ancillaries (incl. 1 carburettor) and battery charger with UK plug.
14. Who provides the space in tents and what does the driver and mechanic get in
terms of help, tools and so on?
Each driver gets a space allocated, a complete tool box as well as a Sniper laser alignment
tool.
Electricity is supplied free of charge.
Drivers will be supported by mechanics of the chassis brand they will use in this class as
well as ROTAX people regarding the engine.
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needed? Are they provided free of charge or need to be bought?
All spare parts for chassis and engines
are available at a shop on the track.
In case a part is to be replaced or damaged ROTAX/chassis supplier will
decide if it's covered under warranty. If not parts have to get purchased at
usual market prices.
16. Can one take their own carburettor or exhaust for instance and use them?
NO, all carbs and exhausts are marked with a number and supplied.
17. Do we have to take the necessary tools?
No, but you can ( accu drill, etc.)
18. What kind of seats are provided or should the driver take their own?
Only original seats (as supplied for each class) are allowed, drivers
have to decide on seat size needed (all sizes will be available)
19. When can the drivers start training?
See time schedule.
20. What is the training and racing schedule? Do you have it yet?
See time schedule
21. What kind of accommodation is provided?
Each driver gets 1 voucher for half of a double bedroom with breakfast
per driver. (to be deducted from hotel invoice)
Can the mechanics stay at the same hotel, and if yes for what rates?
Yes they can , cost of accommodation will not be covered by BRP-ROTAX.
22. If the driver decides to stay at another hotel, could the mechanic(s) stay at the
ROTAX designated hotel?
Driver must not stay at different hotel !
(no deduction of hotel voucher for driver possible in this case)
23. Can I bring my own axle, seat, stubaxle, etc.?
NO
24. Can I train at the track before the event?
NO training for qualified drivers is allowed 2 weeks prior to the event, but you can drive
rental kart before the event .
As ROTAX tries to follow the spirit of the Olympic Games, similar rules will apply for the ROTAX
MAX GRAND FINALS Al Ain / UAE.
Any major, unfair behaviour or cheating will automatically lead to the immediate exclusion
from the event and hotel.
Have a save trip and see you in the UAE!
Thank you for your support and co-operation.
Best regards
BRP-ROTAX
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AL AIN / UAE 28.11 – 01.12.2007
FOR INFORMATION ONLY
(More detailed time schedule can be downloaded from www.max.challenge.com)

SATURDAY (24.11.07)
DRIVERS REGISTRATION AT TRACK

13.00-19.00

SUNDAY (25.11.07)
DRIVERS REGISTRATION AT TRACK

10.00-12.00 / 13.00-18.00

MONDAY (26.11.07)
TRACK OPENS

08.00

DRIVERS REGISTRATION AT TRACK

08.15-12.00

INFORMATION MEETING FOR DRIVERS,
MECHANICS AND ENTRANTS
RAFFLE OF KARTS
SCRUTINEERING OF HELMETS, OVERALLS, GLOVES AND SHOES
TRACK CLOSED

18.30

WELCOME PARTY

TUESDAY (27.11.07)
TRACK OPEN

09.00

SCRUTINEERING BY APPOINTMENT WITH
CLERK OF COURSE ONLY
DRIVERS BRIEFING
NON QUALIFYING PRACTICE
TRACK CLOSED

18.00
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WEDNESDAY (28.11.07)
TRACK OPEN

08.00

DRIVERS BRIEFING
NON QUALIFYING PRACTICE
QUALIFYING PRACTICE
TRACK CLOSED

18.00

THURSDAY (29.11.07)
TRACK OPEN

08.00

DRIVERS BRIEFING
WARM UP
QUALIFYING HEATS
TRACK CLOSE

18.00

FRIDAY (30.11.07)
TRACK OPEN

08.00

DRIVERS BRIEFING
WARM UP
QUALIFYING HEATS CONTINUED
2ND CHANCE RACE
TRACK CLOSED

19.00

SATURDAY (01.12.07)
TRACK OPEN

08.00

DRIVERS BRIEFING
WARM UP
PRE-FINALS
DRIVERS PRESENTATION (COMPULSORY FOR ALL DRIVERS)
PRE-FINALS

PRICE GIVING CEREMONY
RETURN OF KARTS, TROLLEYS, TOOL BOXES AND
TRANSPONDERS……..
GRAND FINAL "DRIVERS PARTY"

SUNDAY (02.12.2007)
CHECK OUT OF COMPETITORS

07.00-12.00

